
 

 

CHAPTER 4 

Location Estimation Models 

Before describing our location estimation models, I would like to draw the contour first. As 

mentioned in section 1.1.1.2, location system can separate into offline training phase and 

online estimating phase. In online phase, first we collect data in few grid points, and we 

calculate data for most points by our interpolation model to form the radio map. Then we do 

Segment Process to slice data in radio map. In online phase, we collect a sequence of data S 

real time and compute probabilities for S on all locations. Furthermore, location estimation 

result is produced by our two location estimation models, Weighted Triangulation model and 

Time Correlation-based model. The system flow is shown in figure 4-1. 

 

Figure 4-1: System Flow 



4.1 Variable Definitions 

 

Assume one training we detect I APs, and gain N data for each AP. Let Si be N consecutive 
signal samples received from access point bi.   

         Si = {ss[1],ss[2],ss[3],…,ss[N]}  
 
Assume there are J positions in radio map RM. Let lj be jth location.  

         Xj = {(S1,S2,S3,…,SI) | lj }           and 
         RM = {X1,X2,…,XJ} 
 

We use Segment Process to divide up n data into m parts, then we get values of mean and 
variance as follows: 
 

         Μi={(μi1,μi2,μi3,…,μim) | Xj}         and  
         Σi={(σi1

2,σi2
2,σi3

2,…,σim
2) | Xj} 

 

4.2 Probability Model 

 

A lot of WLAN location systems propose probability model. As small-scale fading 

investigates signal fluctuation in short period of time, our Segment Process divide one 

calibration into m small pieces of time. Definitely Segment Process matches the claim of 

small-scale fading. Therefore, we adopt Rayleigh fading probability density function as our 

probability model. The model returns the location among the set of radio map RM that 

maximizes P(S | Xj), 1 ≦j ≦J, as equation 1 shows.  
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Equation 2 displays details of equation 1. On every location j we receive signals from 

different I APs, so we multiply probabilities of I APs representing probability on location j. 

Furthermore, signals from ith AP can be sliced into m parts by Segment Process. We 

calculate probabilities for each part and multiply them representing probability of ith AP 

before we multiply probabilities of I APs. Equation 3 is the Rayleigh fading probability 

density function. 

 

4.3 Interpolation Model 

 

For reducing calibration number of locations, most of the data of grid points on the radio 

map are gained by interpolating. Large-scale fading represents the relationship between path 

loss and signal attenuation.  Equation 4 and 5 are our interpolating models and we use them 

to calculate data for un-calibrating grid points on radio map. An illustration is shown in 

figure 4-2, location A and B have been calibrated and location C need to be calculated. When 

only location A is observable to location C, we use equation 4 to infer signal strength on 

location C, and when both location A and B are visible, we use equation 5. All the other 

un-calibrating grid points are computed with the same way. 
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Once we calculate all the signal strengths of un-calibrating grid points on radio map, we 

use Segment Process to divide data of each point into m parts. Meanwhile, system computes 

mean, second moment, variance value for each location and substitutes these values into 

probability model. All the details have been introduced above. After interpolating step, we 

establish a complete radio map for location system. 

 

 

Figure 4-2: Interpolation Model 

 

4.4 Deterministic Model 

 

In location deterministic model, two location models are proposed to estimate locations. We 

make use of Segment Process to improve the accuracy of estimation results. Before using 



two location deterministic models, we can estimate locations only by probability model. First 

we use Segment Process to slice our offline data into m parts, then calculate P(Si | Xj), 

1 i I, 1 j J, for each grid points in radio map. Then we find out argmax[P(S≦ ≦ ≦ ≦ i | Xj)] for 

output result. 

 

4.4.1 Weighted Triangulation Model 

 

 

Figure 4-3: Weighted Triangulation 

 

We choose three locations XA, XB, XC, which own the max probability values of P(Si | Xj), 

and use weighted triangulation to determine the outcome location. Figure 4-3 illustrates 

weighted triangulation. Being normalized, PA equals to 0.5, PB equals to 0.3, PC equals to 0.2. 

As a consequence, the order of distance to estimation location from far to near is C,B,A, 

respectively. The equations are as follows: 
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4.4.2 Time Correlation-based Model 

 

The location system is more appropriately to be implemented on the dynamic environment. 

We consider referring the correlation between locations. In each estimation, we form a 

cluster which consists with eight gird points surrounding the prior location and calculate 

correlation between prior location and all the other grid points in the cluster. The cluster is 

shown as figure 4-4(a), and corresponding Markov Chain is illustrated as figure 4-4(b). 

There is a limit that user moving can’t exceed average human velocity, otherwise the cluster 

space won’t be enough to afford the estimation. 

 

 
Figure 4-4.(a) : The cluster and (b) corresponding Markov Chain 

 



As presenting in section 3.1, we use Segment Process to divide one estimation into m 

slices of brief results and combine them for ultimate output. In all brief calculation, system 

computes the correlation between prior estimation result and other gird points in the cluster. 

As figure 4-4(b) showing, assume prior result is location A, then PAA, PAB,…, PAI are 

calculated. In time k, let prior result, state A be Lk. And in time k+1, let Lk+1 be 
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4.5 Tracking Model 

 

User tracking is another issue in indoor technology. We try to analyze user’s heuristic orbit 

for predicting his next step. In logical thinking, the average walking velocity of human 

beings is 1.36 m/s as shown in figure 4-5. In PILS, system will record user’s locations that 

have passed. Then calculate his next location with these heuristic paths and judge the 

conformity of human average velocity. 

 

 

 Figure 4-5: Human average velocity  



In our tracking model, the concept of time flow is considered. When system behaves 

tracking, continuous calculations is operated and fore-computing is performed. With a 

sequence of heuristic paths, we use time correlation-based location model introduced in 

section 4.4.2 to implement user tracking. As imagining, a sequence of Markov Chain will be 

exercised. Since correlation of estimation results of each time t are calculated, we make 

system fore-computing twice, and backward verify the result which will be outputted.  

 

 


